
SAFE DRIVER PLEDGE
YOUNG DRIVER

Most teens who are killed in car accidents aren’t
wearing seatbelts.

Fatal crashes are more likely to occur for teens when
passengers are riding in the vehicle. The risk goes  
up with every additional passenger.

Per mile driven, the fatal crash rate for teens is about  
twice as high at night compared to during the day.

Driving while using a cell phone reduces the amount  
of brain activity associated with driving by 37 percent.

When excessive speed is a factor, teens have a  
higher rate of fatal crashes.

At all levels of blood alcohol concentration (BaC), 
the risk of being involved in an accident is higher  
for teens than older drivers.

Good grades aren’t just important for the future – 
they can also help save money right now. Ask your 
Farm Bureau agent about the Good Student Discount.

Fact Promise Initial

I will always wear my seatbelt.

I will only have one additional passenger in my car, 
unless approved by my parents

I will establish a curfew with my parents before 
leaving the house.

I will never talk or text on my cell phone while 
driving.

I will always obey posted speed limits.

I will never drink and drive. if i am unable to drive,  
I will call my parents for a ride.

I will maintain my good Student Discount as  
outlined on my insurance policy.

Knowing what to do in all kinds of circumstances requires a driver to be
educated, informed and practiced. The Young Driver Safety Program is
all about being safe and focused when you’re behind the wheel.

https://www.iihs.org/media/43ca7c1c-4f34-4000-8338-d7a6831e3f98/Ux34UA/brochures

https://www.cdc.gov/transportationsafety/teen_drivers/teendrivers_factsheet.html
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CONSEQUENCES

Violation of the provisions of this Safe Driver Pledge may endanger me or my passengers. If I violate any of these
provisions, I agree to accept the consequences determined by my parents.

Initial

PARENT

I will be there for you even if you have broken these rules. I will make sure you get home safely, and will wait until 
the next day to talk to you about what happened.

Initial

SIGNATURES

Participant         Date

Parent          Date

I will be a good role model. I will agree to live by the same safe driving rules we have set for you.


